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w:  philwinfield.com overview: 
We will create a poster that will utilize many of the graphic design basics we learn 
about in class. This class will also help you become more comfortable with the pen tool 
in Illustrator and start working with the idea of visual communication.

objectives:
•  to understand graphic design basics and apply them to your work. 
•  to begin to develop a discerning eye for the subtlety of forms and the creative po-

tential within these forms. 
•  to learn aspects of Illustrator and use Illustrator as your main tool to create your 

final pieces

process:
•  First cut a 3” x 3” square of your magazine (I will demonstrate) 
•  From this pick 50 of the most interesting compositions 
•  Trace these with pencil and fill in with black pen 
•  Take your 50 traces and scan them into the computer and use as templates 
•  Recreate each of your 50 scans using the pen tool in Illustrator
•  Choose a graphic designer whose style you like to inspire the design of your poster 
•  Choose a word and create a poster based on that word and the graphic design 

basics we discussed in class
•  Choose a color palette (3 colors maximum)

final size: 
18” x 24” 

due: 
5 october 

work schedule:

8.31  
•  Cut out 3”x3” square from magazine, choose favorite 50 compositions 
•  Trace in pencil and fill in with black pen 
•  These must be completed for class on 9.07 
•  Read lupton pp 13-27

9.05 
•  Labor Day—No class

9.07 
•  Review traced compositions—pin these on wall 
•  Illustrator/scan tutorial
•  Begin to scan in traced work + recreate in illustrator

9.12 
•  Continue work in illustrator. All traced compositions must be done by 9.14 
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9.14
•  Discuss compositions from illustrator—pin these on wall discuss rhythm, bal-

ance, scale
•  Discuss graphic designers work (I’ll give you a selection to choose from)
•  Choose word and choose style to be inspired by 
•  Begin sketches of compositions
•  Read lupton pp 29-51

9.19
•  Individual meetings about ideas 

9.21
•  Discuss color 
•  Pick a direction for poster design 
•  Pick and apply color palette
•  Read pp. 70-83 

9.26 
•  Rough critique (print out tiled work)

 
9.28 
•  Rough critique — pin work to wall studio

10.03
•  Studio 
•  Posters due on 5 october


